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Introduction
The Voting Rights Act expressly provides that black . . . voters must be afforded

an

equal opportunity "to participate in the political process and to elect representatives of
their choice."

Copyright © 1997. Oxford University Press, Incorporated. All rights reserved.

—Lani Guinier, The Tyranny of the Majority

The United States has long cherished the belief that every individual has a
"fair chance and an open road" to realize his or her dreams and aspirations.
So it should come as no great surprise that there has been a dramatic sea
change in the nation's thinking regarding affirmative action. Believing that
racial discrimination is less pernicious today, an implacably hostile chorus of
whites (and an increasing number of black Americans) contend that "preferential treatment," "set-asides," "quotas," or "entitlements" for any one categorical group is fundamentally unfair, counterproductive—if not divisive—
and wholly antithetical to the principle of individual merit.
For instance, a 1995 Newsweek poll on whether qualified blacks should
receive preferential treatment over equally qualified whites with regard to
getting into college or getting jobs found that a striking 79 percent of the
whites surveyed believe that qualified blacks should not be given such special
consideration over equally qualified whites. In contrast, 46 percent of blacks
concurred.1 Figures from the 1994 National Election Studies conducted by
the Center for Political Studies at the University of Michigan, point out that
while four out often blacks believe the federal government has a responsibility to improve their position in society, only two in ten whites tend to
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agree.2 Besides, an overwhelming majority of white Americans believe that
blacks in fact have an equal chance to succeed in life.3 Such a chasm in public opinion comes as no great surprise to any astute and thoughtful observer
of American racial politics. These figures nevertheless typify the fundamentally contrasting perspectives held by black and white Americans regarding
the federal government's approval of remedies to bring about parity between
blacks and whites throughout the society.
Only three decades earlier, President Lyndon B.Johnson delivered what
is still the most eloquent and justifiable argument on behalf of the federal
government's stance on affirmative action.4 Addressing a captive Howard
University commencement audience on June 4, 1965, the president
remarked:
You do not wipe away the scars of centuries by saying: Now you are free
to go where you want and do as you desire and choose the leaders you
please.You do not take a person who, for years, has been hobbled by chains
and liberate him, bring him to the starting line of a race, and then say you
are free to compete with all the others, and still just believe that you have
been completely fair. Thus it is not enough just to open the gates of opportunity. All our citizens must have the ability to walk through those gates.
This is the next and the more profound state of the battle for civil rights.
We seek not just freedom but opportunity. We seek not just legal equity but
human ability, not just equality as a right and a theory but equality as a fact
and equality as a result.5

Against the backdrop of the volatile and tenuous social climate of the 1960s,
such a forceful, articulate, and unequivocal pronouncement from the lips of
the southern Democratic president was both politically courageous and
admittedly poignant. No one, not even the president of the United States,
could deny that although it had already begun to dismantle the constitutionally sanctioned mores and customs that served as the linchpin of social
segregation, the nation still had to contend with the vestiges of the ignominious legacy of racial prejudice and discrimination.
The president was also likely thinking of the impending struggle his
administration would wage with Congress over federal legislation protecting
the voting rights of black Americans. Only three months before, the nation
watched in horror and disbelief as blacks—peacefully participating in a vot-
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ing rights protest march from Selma to Montgomery—were brutally
attacked by state troopers, deputy sheriffs, and volunteer officers. The events
of "Bloody Sunday" would become the catalyst for an invigorated commitment on the part of the Johnson administration to secure comprehensive voting rights legislation guaranteeing the right to vote without regard to "race,
color, or previous condition of servitude."
Perchance cognizant of the inherent hypocrisy between revered American ideals—liberty, equality, fairness, justice—and the nation's less than
equitable treatment of its black citizens, the president's comments at Howard
University suggest that he was moving beyond mere lip service to what the
Swedish-born sociologist Gunnar Myrdal termed "the American Creed."
Writing in his monumental study, An American Dilemma:The Negro Problem
and Modem Democracy, almost a generation before, Myrdal pointed out:
The American Negro problem is a problem in the heart of the American.
It is there that the interracial tension has its focus. It is there that the decisive struggle goes on.... The "American Dilemma" is the ever raging conflict between, on the one hand, the valuations preserved on the general
plane which we shall call the "American Creed," where the American
thinks, talks, and acts under the influence of high national and Christian
precepts, and on the other hand, the valuations on specific planes of individual and group living, where personal and local interests; economic,
social .. .jealousies; considerations of community prestige and conformity;
group prejudice against particular persons or types of people; and all sorts
of miscellaneous wants, impulses, and habits dominate his outlook.6

How would the nation address and remedy what "scars of centuries" had
done to the democratic ideals and aspirations of the nation itself? In his
address that June afternoon, President Johnson presumably recognized what
the formidable challenge of reform would entail, offering a prescription that
would attack the problem at its fundamental core—that would provide black
Americans with the opportunity and the means to participate fully and equitably in the
society.
On August 6, 1965—two months after his commencement address at
Howard University and five months after "Bloody Sunday"—Johnson signed
into law the most stringent and comprehensive federal voting rights legislation in the nation's history. The president remarked then that the Voting
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Rights Act flowed from a "clear and simple wrong." Its long-awaited passage
represented the pinnacle of black Americans' prolonged struggle to participate fully and freely in American life and society, as the president so
expressed.
The presumption behind the new law was that stringent enforcement of
voting rights legislation would remedy the problem of black voters' disfranchisement, especially in the South, where disfranchisement was prevalent and
pervasive. And to a great extent, the legislation has met its intended goal,
effectively bringing an end to literacy tests and other guileful devices that
served as prerequisites to voting.7
Yet thirty years after the tumultuous and volatile protest campaigns by
blacks and their allies to gain access to the ballot box, the Voting Rights
Act—its subsequent amendments, in particular—continues to be the focal
point of an immensely complex and contentious political and public policy
debate.8 For one, as a result of congressional hearings held in 1975, the scope
of the act was enlarged to protect Hispanics and other language minorities.9
Furthermore, and perhaps even more consequential, in 1982, the Voting
Rights Act was amended again. This time, though, the act's regulatory apparatus was expanded greatly, giving vast authority to staff attorneys and other
personnel in the Voting Rights Section of the Department of Justice's Civil
Rights Division. The Justice Department has since interpreted the 1982
amendments to mean that wherever possible, states with sizable black populations should create electoral districts that would give blacks a reasonable chance to elect
candidates of their choice—by inference blacks.10 And herein lies the mainspring of
contention.
Critics charge that today the Voting Rights Act is being implemented in
significant and unintended ways that vary considerably from what they
regard as the legislation's sole purpose—to guarantee southern blacks the right to
cast ballots.11 In this way, "bureaucratic lawyers are reshaping politics from
Opelika, Alabama to New York City," law professor Peter Schuck has proclaimed.12 These amendments, others maintain, really amount to the piecemeal metamorphosis of the Voting Rights Act as an "affirmative action tool
in the electoral realm."13 In other words, entitlements to representation pull the
nation back from its "cherished ideal of a color-blind society."14
On the contrary, say voting and civil rights advocates. The amendments
to the 1965 legislation have not fully abated the lack of blacks'equal politi-
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cal opportunity. So while federal voting rights legislation is unequivocal in
not mandating proportional representation, voting rights proponents assert
that the fact that blacks remain significantly underrepresented in elective
office (especially at the federal level) is a troubling, if not shameful imperfection in the democratic functioning of this country. And racial discrimination
by whites, they argue, still remains a prodigious barrier for black candidates
competing in majority-white electoral settings.
Others vehemently disagree with the latter argument in particular,
asserting that whites' racial attitudes have liberalized significantly since the
1960s.15 Abigail Thernstrom, for instance, insists that "whites not only say
they will vote for black candidates; they do so."16 The logic of Thernstrom's
argument is as follows: Racism by whites in political contests between black
and white candidates is a phenomenon of the past and at best, if occurring
in the 1990s, manifests itself in isolated political contests with no generalized
or discernible pattern; black candidates are evaluated by the same criteria—
individual merit, personal and professional qualifications, political experience, issue stances and personal character—as any white office-seeker. The
failure of black office-seekers to be elected in majority-white settings, therefore, is the result of political factors that are nonracial. It follows, then, that the
reshaping and redrawing of congressional districts to increase the likelihood
of the election of black candidates—a race-conscious remedy mandated by
the 1982 amendments to the Voting Rights Act—are both unnecessary and
wrong-headed.
What does one make of Thernstrom's claim? Is she right about whites'
•willingness to cast a ballot for black candidates? That this is a greatly contested issue in the present debate is indeed an understatement. The roster of
black officeholders who have won elections with some white support during
the last two decades, admittedly, is impressive. For instance, Tom Bradley of
Los Angeles, Ernest Morial of New Orleans, Harold Washington of Chicago,
David Dinkins of New York, Norman Rice of Seattle, and Ron Kirk of
Dallas were the first blacks ever to govern these metropolitan cities.17 In
1989, Virginian Douglas Wilder became the first black elected governor
from a southern state. 18 In 1992, Carol Moseley-Brauii of Illinois became
the first black woman ever to hold a seat in the United States Senate. 19 And
in 1996, Julia Carson was elected to Congress from a white majority district
in Indiana.

7
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But does the success of some black office-seekers in getting sufficient
numbers of whites to vote for them mean that race is no longer an issue?
Richard Pildes of the University of Michigan School of Law has written that
despite such political gains on the part of black Americans, whites remain less
willing because of race to support black candidates for elected office, and any
assertion that they are so inclined is "fanciful."20 Pildes points to the empirical evidence meticulously detailed in Quiet Revolution in the South: The Impact
of the Voting Rights Act, 1965—1990, which he argues "convincingly demonstrates the increase in black officeholding is not the result of changing attitudes or voluntary reforms."21 Echoing this sentiment, too, are social scientists Bernard Grofman, Lisa Handley, and Richard Niemi, who point out that
the election of blacks to public office from majority-white settings is not that
common.22 The fact is, federal intervention in the form of the Voting Rights
Act has been responsible for what participation and representation strides
blacks have made in the American electoral process, most notably in the
South—despite whites' entrenched hostility to their aspirations for political
equality and inclusion historically.
Besides dismantling the legally sanctioned obstacles that whites had long
employed to deny blacks their right to register and vote as guaranteed by the
Fifteenth Amendment to the Constitution,23 the Voting Rights Act of 1965
had the immediate and unmistakable effect of increasing the presence of
black officials at all levels of elective government. For example, in 1941, the
number of black officeholders throughout the United States was a mere 33,
as compared to 280 in 1965. As a direct consequence of the sweeping 1965
legislation, black Americans (and southern blacks especially) began registering and, subsequently, electing representatives of their choice. By 1970, in the
eleven states of the old Confederacy, the number of black elected officials
increased from 776 to an astounding 2,256.24 Figures compiled by the Joint
Center for Political and Economic Studies indicate that more than 8,000
blacks hold public office at the federal, state, city, and county levels, as of this
writing.25
The nation now seems intent on scurrying toward the ideal of color blindness, particularly in political terms, and thereby proposes to do away with
race-conscious remedies within the electoral realm. The presumption is that
racial discrimination by whites 110 longer shapes their political thinking and
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electoral choices. I, however, believe this is incorrect. Though enormous legal
barriers to blacks' electoral participation have fallen, an intractable problem
remains: black political aspirants cannot compete equally or effectively in electoral jurisdictions comprised overwhelmingly of white voters because of the continued vigor of
racial prejudice and discrimination.
It is my contention—and the empirical evidence detailed here will support my view—that the paucity of black officeholders from non-majorityblack areas is due in significant part to the continued racial animus underlying whites' political thinking and voting behavior. In the realm of race and
political campaigns, aspiring black candidates who must garner the support
of white voters are not afforded an equal political opportunity to compete for
elected office, especially against the backdrop of racially charged campaign
environments. The dispiriting reality is this: black office-seekers who compete in majority-white settings in the main are unable to attract consistent
widespread support because race perniciously influences both the tenor of their electoral campaigns and their outcomes. Nearly a generation after passage of the most
stringent federal voting rights legislation ever, we have yet to adequately and
fully address the question of ensuring equal political opportunity for black political
aspirants who compete in majority-white electoral settings.
This book, then, brings into marked focus probing questions concerning
race, equal political opportunity, and the Voting Rights Act:
1. Given that an overwhelming majority of white Americans endorse the principle of equal opportunity for blacks, how do black office-seekers fare in biracial contests?
Do whites afford equal consideration to a black candidate of matched standing as a
white candidate?
2. How valid is the claim by voting rights advocates that racially polarized voting among whites significantly hinders a black candidate's ability to compete for white
votes? Do black candidates who run in majority-white settings lose elections for reasons
other than race, or does racial bias remain an intractable obstacle? And if racial considerations on the part of whites exert a role in biracial elections, how does one identify
them?
3. In its election coverage of biracial campaigns, how does the press cover the story?
Does the press inadvertently cue hostile racial sentiments on the part of whites, with
unintended though pernicious consequences for black candidates?
4. Assuming, by and large, that societal norms now frown on explicit racial
appeals in political campaigns, are "subtle" racial appeals in news coverage, for exam-
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ple, effective? If so, how? In what way(s)? What are the likely consequences, if any, concerning a black candidate's electoral viability among white voters?
5. If whites, in fact, are cued by the press to engage in electoral discriminatory
behavior where black candidates are concerned, are blacks not entitled to protection
under the Voting Rights Act? Should the scope of the act be enforced to address
instances of electoral discrimination faced by black office-seekers if they cannot equally
compete in jurisdictions comprised overwhelmingly of white voters?
These questions, I submit, lie at the center of a larger and no less controversial political and public policy debate: how permissible is affirmative action
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in the electoral sphere?

What follows is not another polemic contribution to the ever growing
controversy surrounding the Voting Rights Act. Rather, this study examines
the explosive and volatile nature of the distinct nexus between white voters
and black candidates—but against the backdrop of racial campaign politics.
Hence, Voting Hopes or Fears? is a more complex and reasoned story that casts
conspicuous doubt on the "color-blind," "color-free" canon many journalists,
public officials, academic and political commentators, and those in the electorate at large have so readily pronounced and embraced. It is, in essence, a
forthright and provoking story about the enduring nature of racial politics as
practiced in America and underscores the continued influence of present-day
voting discrimination on black aspirants' equal political opportunity to compete for elected office in this country.

